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High Vibrational Beauty
“Poeppel has created a story that is well thought out, well plotted, well written, and fully developed. A delightful novel that
celebrates the messiness and joy to be found in real life.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “100% page-turning
delight…Pull out a lawn chair and prepare to read this gleefully entertaining novel.” —Stephen McCauley, author of My ExLife The “quick-witted and razor-sharp” (Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones & The Six)
author of Limelight and Small Admissions returns with a hilarious and heartfelt new novel about a perfectly imperfect
summer of love, secrets, and second chances. Bridget and Will have the kind of relationship that people envy: they’re
loving, compatible, and completely devoted to each other. The fact that they’re strictly friends seems to get lost on nearly
everyone; after all, they’re as good as married in (almost) every way. For three decades, they’ve nurtured their baby, the
Forsyth Trio—a chamber group they created as students with their Juilliard classmate Gavin Glantz. In the intervening years,
Gavin has gone on to become one of the classical music world’s reigning stars, while Bridget and Will have learned to
embrace the warm reviews and smaller venues that accompany modest success. Bridget has been dreaming of spending
the summer at her well-worn Connecticut country home with her boyfriend Sterling. But her plans are upended when
Sterling, dutifully following his ex-wife’s advice, breaks up with her over email and her twin twenty-somethings arrive
unannounced, filling her empty nest with their big dogs, dirty laundry, and respective crises. Bridget has problems of her
own: her elderly father announces he’s getting married, and the Forsyth Trio is once again missing its violinist. She concocts
a plan to host her dad’s wedding on her ramshackle property, while putting the Forsyth Trio back into the spotlight. But to
catch the attention of the music world, she and Will place their bets on luring back Gavin, whom they’ve both avoided ever
since their stormy parting. With her trademark humor, pitch-perfect voice, and sly perspective on the human heart, Amy
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Poeppel crafts a love letter to modern family life with all of its discord and harmony. In the tradition of novels by Maria
Semple and Stephen McCauley, Musical Chairs is an irresistibly romantic story of role reversals, reinvention, and sweet
synchronicity.

Dips, Spreads, Nosh
Owl's Brew, the first blended tea concentrate designed to pair seamlessly with a variety of spirits (including champagne,
wine, and even beer!), has transformed the DIY cocktail movement. In Wise Cocktails, Owl's Brew founders Jennie Ripps and
Maria Littlefield take you on a journey to learn about the health benefits of tea, tips on brewing, and the history of tea
cocktails. Featuring recipes for cocktail and tea creations, plus recipes for nonalcoholic tea sodas and smoothies and tea
infused cocktail snacks, this is the perfect book for the mixologist in all of us.

Behold the King of Glory
Women feel the storm activity all around. We find ourselves teetering somewhere between everyday chaos and crisis. We
can feel a storm brewing, we are in the middle of a storm, or we are facing the aftermath of a storm. But don't be afraid
because it is possible to grow through turbulent times. Storms show you what's really going on inside, reveal what you
really believe, and actually make you stronger. In this powerful book Sheila will help you: Redefine your failures as a new
beginning instead of an end. Replace the words always and never in your life with positive declarations of hope. Know with
confidence how to help a friend in chaos or crisis.

Dropping Your Rock
Sprouted Kitchen food blogger Sara Forte showcases 100 tempting recipes that take advantage of fresh produce, whole
grains, lean proteins, and natural sweeteners—with vivid flavors and seasonal simplicity at the forefront. Sara Forte is a
food-loving, wellness-craving veggie enthusiast who relishes sharing a wholesome meal with friends and family. The
Sprouted Kitchen features 100 of her most mouthwatering recipes. Richly illustrated by her photographer husband, Hugh
Forte, this bright, vivid book celebrates the simple beauty of seasonal foods with original recipes—plus a few favorites from
her popular Sprouted Kitchen food blog tossed in for good measure. The collection features tasty snacks on the go like
Granola Protein Bars, gluten-free brunch options like Cornmeal Cakes with Cherry Compote, dinner party dishes like Seared
Scallops on Black Quinoa with Pomegranate Gastrique, “meaty” vegetarian meals like Beer Bean– and Cotija-Stuffed
Poblanos, and sweet treats like Cocoa Hazelnut Cupcakes. From breakfast to dinner, snack time to happy hour, The
Sprouted Kitchen will help you sneak a bit of delicious indulgence in among the vegetables.
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Death by Suburb
What if you could live again and again, until you got it right? On a cold and snowy night in 1910, Ursula Todd is born to an
English banker and his wife. She dies before she can draw her first breath. On that same cold and snowy night, Ursula Todd
is born, lets out a lusty wail, and embarks upon a life that will be, to say the least, unusual. For as she grows, she also dies,
repeatedly, in a variety of ways, while the young century marches on towards its second cataclysmic world war. Does
Ursula's apparently infinite number of lives give her the power to save the world from its inevitable destiny? And if she can
-- will she? Darkly comic, startlingly poignant, and utterly original -- this is Kate Atkinson at her absolute best.

Fima
“Astonishing . . . galvanic and intoxicating.” —The New Yorker Fima lives in Jerusalem, but feels he ought to be somewhere
else. In his life he has had secret love affairs, good ideas, and written a book of poems that aroused expectations. He has
thought about the purpose of the universe and where the country lost its way. He has felt longings of all sorts, and the
constant desire to pen a new chapter. And here he is now, in his early fifties in a shabby apartment on a gloomy wet
morning, engaged in a humiliating struggle to release his shirt from the zipper of his fly. With wit and insight, Amos Oz
portrays a man—and a generation—dreaming noble dreams but doing nothing. “One of Oz’s most memorable fictional
creations . . . Fima is a cross between Chekhov’s Uncle Vanya and Joyce’s Leopold Bloom.” — Washington Post

The Storm Inside
Join the craft beer phenomenon by learning to brew and bottle your own beer, brewed the way you like it and using only
basic home brewing equipment. Christopher Sidwa - head brewer and co-founder of wildly popular craft brewery Batch
Brewing Co. - walks you through the entire process, from choosing the best ingredients to setting up your home brewery, a
full guide to brewing techniques, even how to taste and assess your batch. There is no mistake Christopher hasn't made
while brewing at home, so that you don't have to. This lively handbook assumes no prior knowledge and covers all the
advice you need to start brewing great beer.

In Over Your Head
Do you need hope for the daily grind? Are your responsibilities and commitments robbing your life of joy? Are you
sleepwalking through your days? Are you on the sidelines of your life as a spectator instead of fully participating? This is
your wake-up call to a Fresh-Brewed Life. Nicole Johnson invites us to wake up to a richer, fuller, more flavorful life than we
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ever imagined. In a robust blend of relationship, ritual, and hope, we are summoned on a journey of discovery that awakens
us to God to ourselves, and to others. And- like lingering over a cup of coffee- this is a process to be savored. Since first
published ten years ago, Fresh-Brewed Life has helped more than 100,000 women wake up their souls. Now revised and
expanded with additional chapters, more journaling ideas and fresh-brewed adventures, and a brand new discussion guide,
Fresh-Brewed Life will help start brewing your own, richer, more meaningful life.

Life on a Mediaeval Barony
"She who loves and runs away, lives to love another day" was Jacy Tiernan's credo. Only this fair-haired beauty had never
loved again after Ian Yarbro. Ten years ago, she had fled her beloved Australian homestead with a shattered soul. Ian,the
rugged sheep rancher who'd awakened her young heart to the most exquisite pleasures, had sired the child of another
woman. Unable to forgive him, Jacy ran off to New York to live with her wealthy divorced mother, leaving behind all dreams
of happiness. Now Jacy had returned to Corroboree Springs to care for her ailing father. And Ian was waiting, his heart as
hard and defiant as the great Outback. Jacy knew she dared not love this proud and brooding man. Yet she also knew they
could not deny the fevered passion that still blazed across them like bushfire. And when her father made a final wish that
she and Ian wed, and unite their lands to ensure the future, Jacy realized she could no longer run. This time she would have
to stand her ground and find the courage to turn a bitter clash of wills into a true bondand Ian's burning hunger into the
sweet, everlasting ecstasy of love.

The Invisible Woman
Offers guidance to reveal your hidden talents, abilities and gifts that are waiting to be discovered in yourself.

Here I Stand - A Life Of Martin Luther
This narrative retelling of Jesus's life, death, and resurrection draws from all four Gospels to create one continuous story,
helping readers encounter the truth about Jesus in a fresh and compelling way.

The Sprouted Kitchen
Murder's in the mix for mystery bookstore owner and amateur sleuth Tricia Miles, in the latest entry to Lorna Barret's New
York Times bestselling Booktown series. With her assistant, Pixie, picking up more responsibility around the shop, Tricia
Miles suddenly has a lot more time on her hands. Tricia decides to join the local animal-rescue board and enter the Great
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Stoneham Bake-Off, but neither pans out as smoothly as she'd hoped. Balancing a bake-off that's heating up with a frosty
reception from the board, Tricia stops by Joyce Whitman's romance bookstore looking for a book to get her fired up. She
stumbles on something hot, but it's an argument between Joyce and her neighbor Vera Olson instead of a steamy read.
When Vera turns up dead in Joyce's garden hours later, Tricia has to wonder--could Joyce be the killer? Or is the culprit still
lurking in town? One thing is for sure, someone in Stoneham is stirring up something more sinister than sweet. Tricia is
determined to win the cutthroat cooking contest, but first she will have to make sure no one else is in danger of getting
burned.

Dropping Your Rock
A parody of the famed Keep Calm and Carry On British motivational poster, and featuring the same successful format as the
best-selling Keep Calm and Carry On book, Now Panic and Freak Out is destined to be the mantra for the worriers of the
world! Keep Calm and Carry On is all very well, but life just isn't that simple. It's time to panic. This clever collection
features uncannily appropriate (for the times) quotes, such as: * "We experience moments absolutely free from worry.
These brief respites are called panic." --Cullen Hightower * "The reason why worry kills more people than work is that more
people worry than work." --Robert Frost * "I am an old man and have known a great many troubles, but most of them never
happened." --Mark Twain

BodyWise
Keeping a Princess Heart in a Not-So-Fairy-Tale World
Set against a vibrant South Bronx neighborhood and the youth culture of Manhattan, Chulito is a coming-of-age. coming out
love story of a sexy Latino man and the colorful characters that populate his block --

The Kingdom of Speech
Encourages Christians to embrace the gospel and love their neighbors, examines the manner in which worldwide poverty is
handled and how it must be changed, and inspires individuals to reach out by using their time, talent, and money.

A Life of Worship
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A twisty and propulsive read, this dark psychological thriller of sibling rivalry, love, betrayal, and the dire consequences of
family fallout brilliantly plays on our fears of loneliness and abandonment, harkening to the modern gothic bestsellers by
Ruth Ware and Liz Nugent. Is a story ever just a story? Mac, a retired academic and writer, is working on a new collection of
folktales, inspired by local legends, and at the insistence of her only child, Arthur, she hires a young assistant, Lucie, to live
in a cottage on her property and help her transcribe them. What Arthur doesn’t know is that his mother is determined to
keep the secrets of her past from ever being discovered. And what Mac doesn’t know is that Lucie has a few complicated
secrets of her own. The creaking presence of an ancient water mill next to Mac’s property that used to grind wheat into
flour serves as an eerie counterpoint for these two women as they circle warily around each other, haunted by the local
legend of two long-dead sisters, ready to point accusing fingers from the pages of history. This atmospheric page turner
evocatively gives voice to the question: What happens when you fall in love with the wrong person?

Wise Cocktails
"Finding out I had cancer was like going to sleep in my own bed and suddenly waking up in the middle of a boxing ring. Out
of the clear blue I am standing toe-to-toe with the Heavyweight Champion of the World, the crowd is looking on, and I am in
my pajamas and don’t even know how to throw a punch.” Stepping into the Ring is the 2002 Women of Faith® drama
sketch by Nicole Johnson, possibly her most powerful piece of writing to date. "Women have always had a unique fellowship
of suffering," Nicole says. Where is the woman old or young who will not shed a tear and silently scream in her heart as she
walks in these pages through the diagnosis of breast cancer and the devastation that ensues? While she focuses on the
specific soul-chilling crisis, Nicole offers her readers broader insights for dealing with major losses of all kinds. She extends
genuine hope and much-needed rays of light to those who are mired in hopelessness and despair. A "must" read for breast
cancer patients and their loved ones.

The Legacy
When did making babies get to be so hard? Infertility is on the rise globally, affecting as many as one in six couples. But
instead of considering diet and lifestyle factors, doctors pump their patients full of expensive and invasive fertility
treatments. Once pregnant, women just accept that carrying a baby will be the gassy, swollen, irritable, sleepless
nightmare that has become the new normal—and then assume that new motherhood will be just as challenging, from
breastfeeding woes to screaming fits. It doesn't have to be that way. In The Kind Mama, Alicia Silverstone has created a
comprehensive and practical guide empowering women to take charge of their fertility, pregnancy, and first 6 months with
baby. Drawing on her own experience, as well as that of obstetricians, midwives, nutritionists, holistic health counselors,
and others, Silverstone offers advice on getting one's "baby house" in order through nutrient-rocking foods that heal and
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nourish, and, once pregnant, gentle ways to boost comfort, energy, and health during each trimester. She helps readers
navigate everything from prenatal testing and birth plans to successful breastfeeding and creating a supportive "baby
nest." The result is an authoritative, one-stop guide that empowers women to trust their instincts during this vital milestone,
while helping them embark on a healthy and more vibrant path to motherhood.

The Hole in Our Gospel Special Edition
Are you working harder than ever but feel like you’re accomplishing less? Does your morning routine make chickens
running around headless look sane? Is your deepest sense of calm found in the bathroom with the door locked? Do you
check social media more than five times per day? Per hour? Author, speaker, and actor Nicole Johnson knows what it’s like
to feel as if you’re drowning in crazy. When she couldn’t catch her breath or stay awake long enough to talk with her
husband, let alone God, she sought to find new ways of “being” in her life. Creating Calm in the Center of Crazy is a voice of
possibility and peace for women seeking to find a calm spiritual center in a crazy, runaway world. As a wife and mom of
young children herself, Nicole recognized that life had become out of control. And, with the help of a crisis, she started her
journey to create the very calm she was craving. Nicole’s voice is authentic, humorous, and practical, and at the same time
deeply spiritual and real. She brings rich storytelling together with her desire to find calm, and in the process discovers a
deeper faith. Her personal story grounds the book as she abandons mere tips and tricks (and the empty promises of time
saving apps), to explore new practices — like creating a room of her own, setting technology boundaries, rediscovering the
spiritual disciplines of quiet and still (they’re not bad words) — and then extending those practices to provide a safer,
stronger refuge for calm to dwell. Nicole’s journey is shared with relatable stories, insightful help, and practical ideas that
explore the inner life of a recovering crazy busy woman finding her way to calm and a deeper relationship with God.

Life After Life
The maestro storyteller and reporter provocatively argues that what we think we know about speech and human evolution
is wrong. "A whooping, joy-filled and hyperbolic raid on, of all things, the theory of evolution." (Dwight Garner, New York
Times) Tom Wolfe, whose legend began in journalism, takes us on an eye-opening journey that is sure to arouse widespread
debate. THE KINGDOM OF SPEECH is a captivating, paradigm-shifting argument that speech--not evolution--is responsible
for humanity's complex societies and achievements. From Alfred Russel Wallace, the Englishman who beat Darwin to the
theory of natural selection but later renounced it, and through the controversial work of modern-day anthropologist Daniel
Everett, who defies the current wisdom that language is hard-wired in humans, Wolfe examines the solemn, long-faced,
laugh-out-loud zig-zags of Darwinism, old and Neo, and finds it irrelevant here in the Kingdom of Speech.
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The Book Thief
Well-known for her speaking and dramatic sketches at the popular Women of Faith(R) conferences, author Nicole Johnson
explores the tension and differences between what women long for and what they live with. By exploring these two worlds
with her one-of-a-kind, thoroughly engaging storytelling, Johnson uncovers a woman's true name, Princess Heart. Knowing
how women love to discuss their struggles and feelings, author Nicole Johnson says, "Let's get together and talk about it."
And she provides this insightful Conversation Guide to get the discussion rolling. Readers will be encouraged to discover
their true name, and find hope for living in the midst of a not-so-fairy-tale world.

Taste of Home American Summer Cookbook
This early work on Martin Luther is both expensive and hard to find in its first edition. It details the life of the monk
responsible for translating the Bible from Latin into German and for inspiring the Lutheran movement. This is a fascinating
work and is thoroughly recommended for anyone interested in the history of European religion. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce. We are republishing these classic works
in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.

Bone Deep
Create a memorable and delicious serving board for any season or occasion with Dips, Spreads, Nosh. Create a memorable
and delicious serving board for any season or occasion with Dips, Spreads, Nosh. Featuring board building advice from
charcuterie experts like Murray’s Cheese, Publican Market, The Cheese Store of Beverly Hills, Vermont Creamery, and many
more, hosting has never been this easy. With full board recipes, easy-to-follow instructions, and full-color photography, as
well as over 100 serving board recipes for any occasion, including Rustic Bakery Feta and Herb Quick Bread, Peanut Satay
Dip, Elevated Party Mix, and more, you’ll never have a boring spread! Whether you’re looking for the gift for the hostess
who has everything or want to expand your own entertaining collection, this book is sure to please.

Stirring up the Sheriff
With wit and wisdom, Nicole Johnson leads readers in a journey of awakenings. Living a fresh-brewed life requires that
women encounter a beautiful awakening in three areas. First, to God as they respond to His tender, passionate love for
them; second to themselves as they embrace their identities as women, their gifts, and their dreams; and third to others as
they learn to love and communicate in ways that bring joy and closeness. In this substantial revision—including new
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chapters and a study guide—of the successful 1999 Fresh-Brewed Life, Nicole offers a freshly brewed, wake-up-and-smellthe-coffee guide to living life to the fullest. She encourages Christian women to recognize the areas in their lives where they
are sound asleep—and let God wake them up again. Readers will find a heartwarming, honest book that’s good to the last
drop.

Fresh-Brewed Life Revised and Updated
A great number of seekers find themselves in the seemingly unreal world of the suburbs. They read spirituality books but
find themselves in carpools and coaching soccer, not in monasteries. Dave Goetz, a former pastor, shows that the suburbs
are a real world, but a spiritually corrosive one. The land of SUVs and soccer leagues can truly be toxic to the soul.
Suburbanites need to understand how the environment affects them and what spiritual disciplines are needed for their faith
to survive and thrive. Goetz identifies eight toxins in the suburban life, such as hyper–competition and the "transactional"
friendship, and suggests eight corresponding disciplines to keep the spiritual life authentic. Goetz weaves sociology studies,
his own experiences, current events, wisdom of the spiritual masters, and a little humor to equip spiritual suburbanites for
how to relate to God amidst Starbucks, strip–malls, and perfect lawns.

Stumbling Into Grace
Are you tired? Do you suffer from chronic pain--headaches, backaches, or other persistent discomfort? Do you experience
depression or feel anxious? Do you have allergies or autoimmune issues? Have you lost your sex drive somewhere along
the way? If you have one or more of these symptoms, you may be suffering from what Rachel Carlton Abrams, MD, calls
Chronic Body Depletion--a condition that can be related to weight gain, high blood pressure, exhaustion, and many other
symptoms that leave the body drained. In BodyWise, Dr. Rachel helps us to understand that these symptoms,
uncomfortable as they may be, are actually a sign of our body's intelligence. Our bodies are trying to
communicate--sometimes screaming at us to pay attention--and only when we learn to listen are we able to treat what ails
us to achieve optimum healing and lifelong health. Dr. Rachel shares her customizable 28-day program, used with
thousands of patients in her clinic, for healing the body both physically and emotionally. Through quizzes and detailed selfassessments, she explains how you can evaluate your own body wisdom for different areas in your life--including stress,
sleep, libido, pain, anxiety, depression, allergies, and autoimmune issues. Guiding you through thoughtful diet, routine, and
lifestyle changes, BodyWise will help you discover your own unique needs and offer you the principles and practices to
create the vibrant, balanced, healthy life you have always deserved.

Musical Chairs
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Radical thinker and writer Emma Goldman presents her life story and memories in Living My Life, first published in 1931.
Originally two volumes, it is published here as a combined edition. From her arrival in New York as a 20-year-old
seamstress, when she immediately launched into a life of activism and public agitation, she recalls her childhood in
Lithuania, her immigration to the U.S. as a teenager, and her wild adventures as an independent and intelligent woman. An
important and influential figure in such far-flung geopolitical events as the Russian Revolution and the Spanish Civil War,
Goldman is one of the most storied people of the 20th century. And her story, in her own inimitable words, is one of the
great biographies, and one of the great personal histories of a turbulent era. Anarchist and feminist EMMA GOLDMAN
(1869-1940) is one of the towering figures in global radicalism of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Born in Lithuania,
she emigrated to the United States as a teenager, was deported in 1919 for her criticism of the U.S. military draft in World
War I, and died in Toronto after a globetrotting life. An early advocate of birth control, women's rights, and workers' unions,
she was an important and influential figure in such far-flung geopolitical events as the Russian Revolution and the Spanish
Civil War. Among her many books are My Disillusionment in Russia (1925) and Living My Life (1931).

Chulito
“Lisa’s fine grasp of Scripture and love for the Lord make her a trustworthy teacher, yet we learn from her own hard-earned
lessons as well. She speaks and writes from a place of understanding, as she clings to God’s hand, giving us the privilege of
stumbling into grace with her.” —LIZ CURTIS HIGGS, best-selling author of Bad Girls of the Bible “So, today I’ve been
thinking aboutthings that bind us. The thought flitted around my mind and then landed for a while, likely because I was
wearing a pair of too-tight jeans.” Women of Faith® speaker and author Lisa Harper relates from experience — life can be
uncertain, sometimes even scary. But with a witty twinkle in her eye and a Bible in her hand, she describes what it’s like to
find real security in the arms of a Savior who doesn’t just notice us but who moves heaven and earth on our behalf. Part
diary, part devotional, Stumbling Into Grace weaves hilarious and poignant stories from Lisa’s own life with intimate and
transformational encounters from the life of Christ. Prayers, reflection questions, and journal prompts help women dig deep
into biblical truths to better understand how our Redeemer’s compassion, affection, and constancy make every single
moment of life not only more enjoyable but well worth living!

Stepping into the Ring
“When you son tells you he’s homosexual, your best friend confesses in agony she’s having an affair, or your sister tearfully
describes her abortion?you have a choice to leave mere theory behind and enter the gritty reality of relationship. Love is
giving you a chance to choose.” Rock-throwing is one way to settle hostilities or to exchange accusations. You can knock
Goliath flat if your rock hits him in the right spot. Not bad, if your goal is to kill your enemy. You can express your moral
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outrage by joining the angry mob howling for a sinner to be stoned. But what if that sinner is your friend, and you would
rather change their heart than shed their blood? We don't have to hurl the rocks we clutch in our judgmental hands. With
tender words and touching photos, Nicole Johnson guides us toward the "flat thud of grace" that can change our lives when
we drop our rocks and choose to love instead. This offering in the Faith/Hope/Love Trilogy by Nicole continues to be
requested by audiences that saw her perform the dramatic sketch on the 2001 tour.

Creating Calm in the Center of Crazy
Beauty is Wellness. Wellness is Beauty. Kerrilynn Pamer and Cindy DiPrima Morisse, founders of CAP Beauty, the all-natural
beauty site and store, want to share their deep knowledge of the benefits of natural beauty, foods, and mindfulness
techniques with you. Natural beauty is about making choices that create true radiance from the foods we eat to the way we
move to how we care for ourselves and our planet. You’ve already purified your meals, workouts, and bodies by returning to
clean naturals. Now it’s time to align your beauty routine with the other wellness practices you follow. What we put on our
skin is easily as important as what we put in our mouths. But natural beauty is about much more than just products.
Through routines, recipes, and rituals, High Vibrational Beauty addresses beauty from the inside out and vibrancy from the
outside in. Divided into seasons and focused on self-care and rejuvenation, High Vibrational Beauty combines mantras,
meditations, natural skin care regimens, and more than 100 plant-based recipes to help you achieve radical radiance. This
is the only guidebook you need to create true and lasting beauty for the mind, body, and soul.

Long Walk to Freedom
There is nothing like the pain of feeling invisible to those around you. It especially hurts when you are serving, giving, and
loving, and no one seems to notice or even care. In creating The Invisible Woman, Nicole Johnson shows how much she
understands the difficulty of living with great responsibility without receiving any recognition. Nicole puts us inside the mind
and heart of Charlotte Fisher. And as we walk through Charlotte's story of feeling invisible, we experience the comedy and
loneliness of her life. The invisibility that at first feels inflicted ultimately brings her real significance and meaning. Drawing
her strength from the invisible builders of the great cathedrals, Charlotte realizes she is not invisible to God, and this simple
truth changes everything for her. Faith is rekindled in her heart as she seeks to love her family in ways that only invisibility
makes possible.

A Killer Edition
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great
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moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression
in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from
more than a quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political
drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he
was instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital
force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating
autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time,
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate
triumph.

Fresh-Brewed Life
These topical guides deal with issues that women wrestle with today, such as friendship, encouragement, managing moods,
finding contentment, and how to live out your faith. Reaching an audience across racial, socio-economic, denominational,
and age boundaries, these guides will enhance the lives of women as they empower them in their weekly devotions. The
study guides can be used for both individual and group settings.

Brew a Batch
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS
A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a
concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features
pages of bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's writing
notebook.

Peace Pilgrim
“When you son tells you he’s homosexual, your best friend confesses in agony she’s having an affair, or your sister tearfully
describes her abortion?you have a choice to leave mere theory behind and enter the gritty reality of relationship. Love is
giving you a chance to choose.” Rock-throwing is one way to settle hostilities or to exchange accusations. You can knock
Goliath flat if your rock hits him in the right spot. Not bad, if your goal is to kill your enemy. You can express your moral
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outrage by joining the angry mob howling for a sinner to be stoned. But what if that sinner is your friend, and you would
rather change their heart than shed their blood? We don't have to hurl the rocks we clutch in our judgmental hands. With
tender words and touching photos, Nicole Johnson guides us toward the "flat thud of grace" that can change our lives when
we drop our rocks and choose to love instead. This offering in the Faith/Hope/Love Trilogy by Nicole continues to be
requested by audiences that saw her perform the dramatic sketch on the 2001 tour.

Living My Life (Two Volumes in One)
Sometimes You Have to Slow Down to Hear God's Plan Do you spend your days rushing from one task to the next,
frantically checking things off your list? It's easy to become so consumed with keeping it all together that you forget to seek
God's plan for your life. He has a much better vision for you—fulfillment and peace that only His grace can provide. Author,
speaker, and radio host Susie Larson helps you find balance within your hectic life. You will learn that being at your best
doesn't mean taking on every task, and meaningful satisfaction can't be bought with a completed to-do list. Be inspired to
move past halfhearted living and second bests into a kingdom of rejuvenation, health, and eternal nourishment. Let this
book encourage you to cultivate balance and savor moments of work and rest—both of which He has lovingly created.

The Kind Mama
Relish every bite of summer with this cookbook that celebrates the flavors of the summer season through over 275 summer
classics. Liven up everything from weeknight dinners and backyard bbqs to family reunions and church picnics with these
fresh, finger licking classics. Relish every bite of summer with this incredible cookbook that celebrates the flavors of the
season. Whip up a quick weeknight meal without heating up the kitchen, toss together the freshest salads and take
advantage of the goodness that today’s farmers markets have to offer. You’ll also find scene-stealing dishes for backyard
barbecues and family reunions, simply impressive contributions to church picnics, the ultimate bring-a-dish items for
wedding and baby showers, and recipes that’ll have the gang cheering at tailgates, pool parties and other sunny
celebrations. Taste of Home American Summer Cookbook offers all the dishes people crave when the mercury rises. From
delicious grilled greats and new takes on corn on the cob to berry desserts and frosty treats, this iconic cookbook adds a
hearty slice of Americana to your table everyday!

Now Panic and Freak Out
You Have It In You!
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In nearly three decades, she walked more than 25,000 miles, carrying her possessions in her blue tunic and spreading her
belief about peace: overcome evil with good, and falsehood with truth, and hatred with love.
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